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Executive abstact
Emissions can always leave room for improvement. Reducing CO2 per KWH is presently a wellknown challenge. Fortunately modern semiconductors permit a new approach to conservation
that is 97% energy efficient converting ampere hours to light. Building managers can use this
technology to improve operating budget.
Description of Rosenberg cycle
The Rosenberg cycle is a means to force classic Edison type lights to output more light while
reducing power. Both classic theory and quantum theory explain the high efficiency transforming
this type of incandescent light. Low cost in operation and usage meets today’s performance needs.
Performance data is organized on a comparison basis at 60 watt classic standards. Building
management benefits from the low cost per lamp, and reduced power usage.
Building Management system
Neo light is an electronic building lighting system that has several advantages; unified design uses
one low cost lamp throughout for a low cost installation. Computer management software
measures the power used in industry standard Kilowatt hours for invoice purposes. Lighting costs
can be reduced to a level that exceeds mix and match fluorescent and LED lamps.
Electronic quarter cycle power
RMS theory has determined that a portion of the sine wave does not contribute to effective heating
of a lamp. That portion of the sine wave deemed ineffective is used to electronically power a lamp.
Electronic power of this nature is measured by software to determine billable Kilo Watt hour usage.
The smart meter included provides all the functions required for commercial use in energy
efficiency lighting area as well as wifi connectivity for monitoring and invoicing.
Electricity source
60 Hz AC power is processed to conduct a fraction of a half cycle. USS patents protect ¼ cycle
powers’ novel and unique process. The benefits of ¼ cycle power is vastly reduced operating
voltage. This allows inexpensive lamps to be both improve efficiency and cost performance.
Reliable electronics are designed for this.
Quantum theory
Based upon two theories the lamp is considered to operate in a quantum state. This means the
metal matrix is not actually heated to the point of incandescing continuously. The matrix is rapidly
excited in a short time. Muon condensate results in mass expansion, attenuated infrared emissions,
light emissions similar to plasma discharge. The matrix absorbs the charge applied and emits light
as it returns to its base state (non excited). This occurs 60 times per second. Electro dynamic
momentum explains the distinction between the electrical and photonic events. There is an
electrodynamics ratio during which the photons are emitted. This disconnects between the
electricity and light is quantum interaction known as “discontinuous in its nature”.
Generation 2 incandescent light
A tribute to Thomas Edison who’s product endures in simplicity and value. Identical in
construction to Edison’s original light, second generation light is 97% efficient. Einstein’s space
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charge theory that led to the vacuum tube and transistor also applies to the quantum lights’ high
output at low apparent (electrical) power.
Quantum ¼ Cycle Power source:
Blanks 95% of carbon producing AC phase
KWH rate .0375 cents per hour actual
Consumer micro grid KWH rate is $0.00
Couples TRUE RMS marginal energy to industrial lamps
Low voltage, low temperature lamp
Quantum 1:8 light ratio
Full spectrum light
Blanked cycle method of conservation ecological projection is GenII/Neolight applied to lighting
sector technology can prevent 1-4mgt carbon an hour worldwide. 1 to 2 thousand tons of mercury
can be prevented. Fluorescent lamps are a low cost replacement to meet EPA compliance ban on
mercury containing products. Standard type A lamp sockets allow for a direct replacement of lamps
in most buildings. These specifications distinguish this lighting system as a viable energy
technology standard capable of making a significant improvement on several fronts.
Environmental energy impact
Quantum lighting system operate in low voltage quantum mode. A significant environmental and
energy impact reduction of 97.5% (60w vs 2.5w) kinetic energy used in the generation and
distribution of power for lighting sector use. 1,709 terra watt hours or 1Meg ton of carbon per hour
can be reclaimed. That equates to superseding 50% of global lighting sector energy at a 1:1 ratio
or classic mode (see chart section). Quantum mode, or 1:8 ratio, is the basis for the cost reductions.
Essentially this system recovers energy deemed unused in modern AC generation. Quantum mode
lighting can make a significant contribution controlling energy loss in large scale grid operations,
eliminating harmonic distortion, commercial buildings, carbon gas control and prevention of
mercury loss to environment. Exceptional KWH cost is an inherent benefit intrinsic to the novel
nature of GENII system. The consumer recovers this cost when the .0375 vs .20 cents per KWH
is factored. These costs cannot be recovered from any other light source. This contributes to a cost
efficiency of 97% past classic engineered systems.
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Analyzer software is available at www.rcdresearch.com
Recognition of Rosenberg cycle lighting shall further advance common efforts to conserve energy
and improve efficiency of building lighting operations and business cost as current policy
statements recommend. The included technology, declared to operate independently of utility
companies as a recovery methodology of specific energy lost in the generation and transmission
of Commercial AC power.
As it is agreed that present policy of concerned organizations support long term investment in
research and business development. It is requested the EPA recognize Rosenberg cycle (patented)
as a useful means to achieve mandated goals. Based on the facts developed by the petitioner and
made available to the presiding authorities, the petitioner seeks recognition as required for funding,
listing, procurement or contracting opportunities offered by the US government. Petitioner request
recognition waiver of Rosenberg Cycle Development research as an independent testing authority
and manufacturer with sufficient expertise in this field to produce credible reports of energy
efficiency benchmarking and upgrades to the EPA. Waiver relief from certain partnership third
party certification testing requirements are requested.
Development span
Independently Patented Oct. 31, 1995 and Sep. 4, 2012 continues to exceed efficiency standards
by state of the art 97% efficient light. Patented smart meter provides advanced management data.
State of the art
Neolight exceptional efficiency merits special concerns in measuring and connection of the
devices in a benchmark building. US electrical code define GenII as a LOW VOLTAGE system.
Authorities claim to presently lack a classification for this cutting edge energy
management/recovery system. To further complicate matters, class 1 meters required by law
cannot measure ¼ cycle power use.
Deployment.
Petitioner clams the fact that this technology can be measured with nits standards of accuracy or
by computer model of electrical parameters (available on website as GEN2 analyzer). Exemption
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from current meter standards provides for accurate measurement of ¼ power data and patented
and copyright software data processing integrals relevant to billing and management purposes.
Bypass of all class one apparatus on premises observing micro grid ground return plan is permitted
by building code, thus connecting GENII system directly to the 120VAC mains. Essentially this
results in a KWh charge of $0.00 per hour.
Operations.
The system is a standalone micro grid comprised of hundreds of lamps. Individual lamps rate at
2.25 watts and 800 lumens. Lifetime of five thousand hours, 100% recyclable.
Direct replacement for any type of lamp in use, fits type A socket and can refit, retrofit any lighting
design used in government building. Electronic ¼ cycle power source has an inherent 75%
reduction in AC power requirement. Further refinements bring the efficiency to 97%.
Energy savings
Energy recovery KWH
The fact is that this method of recovering energy categorized a RMS waste energy, this energy has
been recovered by utility billing for years as a 15%rms charge increase in the cost of KWH
expressed by TRUE RMS class 1 meters. The KH rate is equivalent to .037 cents. Based on theory
of billing consumers, and the pressing need to improve consumer energy conservation, this must
be made available to consumers and so must be recognized or otherwise the same consideration
provided to classic lighting devices as Quantum device. 24/7 operations for a year are broken
down. 365 days x 24 hrs = 8,760 billable hours per year. Single lamp cost, at $0.10 per KWH
(KWH rates may vary) are, $52.56 for a 60Watt lamp. $8.38 for APS. 52.56-$8.38=$44.18 cost
savings per year per lamp.
Cost reduction per year for 10 lamps is $441.80, 100 lamps are $4,418, 1,000 lamps are $44,180.
After 3 years cost reduction for 10 lamps is $1,325.40, 100 lamps is $13,254, and 1,000 lamps is
$132,540.
100-lamp system will return initial investment in three years. A 10-year service span will return
$120,540 to the customer.
An installation with 1,000 lamps returns $444,000 in 10 years.
Primarily recognized method to measure ¼ cycle quantum electrodynamic power is digitally or
software calculated (available for download). The proposed KWH rate for quantum reclaimed
energy is .0375 cents per KWH.
When illuminating a small building, negotiating cost can arguably be reduced to zero. Utilities
claim no knowledge to measure or use said quantum lights. The financial or fin tech incentives
save energy and KWH. In other words this tech (disruptive) forces adjustment down consumers
fixed cost to illuminate building. Monthly budget for lighting is restructured. Proprietary hardware
and software monitoring of system is compliant with latest electronic standards.
ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING PROPOSAL
GEN II low cost lighting system, commercial celling retrofit
GEN2 refits customers drop in 2x4 boxes, replaces dual tube units in wide use today. These units
have a limited lifespan and there is a wide demand for replacements. 25 box lighting upgrade
proposal is detailed as to energy saved over a multiyear span.
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GENII replacement 2x4 box consists of;
100-200 lamps @$1.25 each and 1 driver unit @ $500 each. Decorative style sockets can be
installed in groups of: four, six, eight or ten lamps, high hat and outdoor fixtures.
Estimated cost:
100 lamp unit covers 2,ooo sqft. space cost $650.
Electrician cost is $30 per hour.
Low voltage Electrical permit.
Smart meter cost is approx. $400.
Total cost is $1,500
Energy savings analysis chart
3w each
GenII4
GenII6
GenII8
GenII10
80w

12w
18w
24w
30w
80w

x25 units kwh
rate
kwh $
24/7 $py $ reduced
300
0.3 $0.0370
$0.01
$89.50
450
0.45 $0.0370
$0.02 $129.00
600
0.6 $0.0370
$0.02 $177.40 $2,241.00
750
0.75 $0.0370
$0.03 $217.70 $2,200.00
2000
2 $0.1500
$0.30 $2,419.20

Energy cost savings over 25 fluorescent dual 40w lights surpasses $2,200 per year on a 12 hour
7day a week schedule.
Summary
Quantum mode energy efficiency has specifications that exceed “classic mode” devices. Petitioner
has made the facts presented here sufficient to approve a new standard commercial lighting system
exceeds standard and must be recognized as presented by petition, granted Energy star recognition,
support in the best interests of new methods to support US conservation policy. Consistent effort
to ensure long term improvement of energy and environmental issues requires new standard of
performance claimed herein.
Consistent with current policy aims, technology in this case can reduce carbon produced per KWH
across the lighting sector. A new account management benefit model emerges in KWH cost.
This model is multivariate, and difficult to estimate without software tools found on the author’s
website.
Technology
2nd generation tungsten lamp
All electronic lighting systems in use operate with a 1:1 input to output ratio. This includes all
LED driver circuits. Quantum mode light output expands to 1:8 ratio and this is standard as claimed
Rosenberg cycle Electrodynamic light patents. Nobel laureate M. Bohm predicted muon field as a
potential source of photons thru muon decay energy. This claim is presented as evidence regarding
other types of lights that make similar claims or operate in a fashion similar to ¼ cycle do not
actually achieve the results stated here, to distinguish this technology from classic lighting
products in use today.
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Quantum theory
1. Photonics
Classic thermos luminescent vs. quantum thermos luminescent
It is widely held that incandescent lamps in classic mode emit 95% of the energy as heat and are
inefficient. The heat in this case is infrared energy emitted as the lamp is continuously heated with
ac. As claimed the quantum light emissions are discontinuous of the input current, the petitioner
has set a standard to qualify the 1:8 ration as the most efficient incandescent lamp.
2. Quantum mechanics
High light duration time is product of quantum mechanics, in which the Kspace material takes 8
times longer to return to base state due to muon saturated unified vacuum field, evidenced as
visible expression of the Bohm curve in oscilloscope tracing images (see charts). Energy emitted
can exceed classic energy input/output expectations when muon decay product (600%) is added to
the output unified field. This standard allows several extra efficiency methods; low voltage, low
temperature, high speed pulse; electrodynamic discontinuous light output, full spectrum high
quality light, and low KWh rate. None of these benefits are possible with classic physic based
consumer products.
3. Metrics
3a. One unit of ¼ cycle electricity (2.2ms) outputs 1:8 ratio or eight electro dynamic units of light
(16ms) of 60 frames per second. While classic (or 1:1) mode at 120 frames per second has a 50%
inherent loss of energy that cannot be corrected. GenII lamp creates a 360 deg. solid steradians
high quality light. Carbon reduction is 90% improved over 60w standard. Power is 2.2 DC watts
and low 8vdc voltage. Most engineering students are familiar with the concept that DC power is
more efficient than AC.
3b. Replacement cost for light emitter units is about $1 and the lamps last 5 thousand hours.
3c. Quantum mode is presently exempt from utility billing due to meter incompatibility and federal
law allowing energy efficiency devices. The true power rate is .03 cents per kilowatt hour.
Please note the consumer has already paid for ¼ cycle, profiled as lost energy.
This clarifies the reclaimed energy or repurposed waste energy reuse rate.
3d. Sine wave energy has a built in loss known as true RMS measurement to compensate for the
loss of low sine wave voltage in the region of 0-15vdc. This portion of the cycle is proven to
contribute nothing to heating ability of the majority of devices for the intent of electric distribution.
Efficiency improvements now requiring closer management of classic AC, carbon input and high
efficiency or additional costs add power use to the system. As with all low ratio lights and classic
lights Harmonic distortion disrupts quality and is eliminated in high ratio lighting system. This
equates to a very large amount of carbon curtailment and KWH recovered with an electrodynamic
quantum system.
3e. Energy projection
Rosenberg cycle lights are flexible in that only one type of lamp is used. This uniformity adds
value to indoor lighting tasks and reduces cost. Carbon is also reduced for every classic mode lamp
that is replaced carbon and other classic mode problems are resolved. GenII quantum mode
operates at 8vdc (not 120 ac) and is entirely sustainable reclaimed energy. ¼ of LOST classic
lighting energy is available for recovery. The remaining ¾ is not required to achieve quantum
mode efficiency. Micro grid 2ms phasor conduction @60HZ is declared exempt from classic
revenue standards restricting energy use to local standard rate. In the interest of energy efficiency
policy, 1:1 ration devices may not obstruct the use of energy efficiency in any way.
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Defined by quantum theory rather than classic theory, 1:1 ratio energy transfer is an inherent
limitation to energy management. Classic incandescent lamps are noted for operating at a 95%
loss, in the form of infrared emissions, or continuous heating.
4. Phasor energy vectors available for consumer use. In theory 130 degree conduction results in
actual cost to operate near zero, and is declared relived of unlicensed class 1 KWH meters. These
inaccurately measure quantum mode. GENII smart meters measure all critical variables and
compute power used, carbon used and other data as needed. Windows 10 G code virtual electronic
instrumentation package also operates as a Google Chrome IOT device.
Infringements
This patented method is not to be confused with phase control diming, as the 1:1 ratio attempt
always fails to yield more energy.
Micro grid
Standardized use of ¼ cycle AC to energize lamps in a micro grid array, supports International and
energy star program specifications and goals to a new standard intended to recover energy
presently lost in the transmission and generation of TRUE RMS AC electricity. Recovery can be
as high a 10% of all electricity generated. An equivalent carbon reduction is expected.
CONCLUSION
Electrodynamic light sources offer financial savings additional to present standard for conserving
energy. Exclusive ¼ cycle light benefits business consumer in KWH cost to illuminate premises,
a new method to manage building utility budget. Classic mode KWH cost to operate lights is zero,
the quantum advantage plan. Outstanding facts developed here conclude that fore stated subject
matter meets or exceeds classic standards and can be recognized as new standard of efficiency
known as quantum cycle light. Light output quality, energy efficiency and materials meets EPA
and ISO standards. 100% recyclable lamp life is extended to five thousand hours. Infrared
emissions, and KWH carbon are reduced in a unified grid light package presented as a low cost
alternative refit of fluorescent tube fixtures. Where light quality is not important for task light or
other high brightness applications, dimming feature can minimize power use. The numerous
features represents culmination in type A lamp optimization. Classic efficiency methods have
reached the limit of technology. This solution allows improved economic solution to energy
efficient lighting and subsequent carbon emissions.
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CHART 1-4
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Rosenberg Electrodynamic Cycle
Quantum Light System for Building Management
THEORY OF OPERATION
Hardware Technical specifications
Rosenberg cycle transfers a quantum of energy into a filament in a cycle. The filament emits
photon output that continues after power application. The electrodydnamic momentum ratio of the
cycle is 1:8. a 2.5ms electronic input results in a output for 16ms, to reach base state, when all
energy is released as photons. (D. Bohm.)
Instantaneous voltage and current exceed conventional ratings of classic incandescent devices.
Instantaneous power is developed thru thyristor conduction. A delay to about 133 degrees is
typical. This method results in average voltage of 9 volts. True power measurement function is:
Average load voltage = Epeak / 2 (1+ cosine α). Typically lamps operate from 3 to 5 watts.
The load resistance has a function as well. When the filament is cold at the beginning of a cycle
the resistance is low. Application of instantaneous power is absorbed by the load rapidly thusly
varying the resistance as matrix becomes energized. The result is a highly efficient transfer of
quanta into the filaments’ matrix. Peak light output occurs and continues to decrease as energy is
dissipated.
The visible radiation occurs for the duration of time between voltage applications. The result is an
optically discontinuous light output, exhibiting a wave shape entirely different than any other
incandescence. DC front panel software displays the photon wave shape.
Essentially classic heating of the matrix does not occur. The matrix is excited only during the brief
time the electronic energy is applied therefore producing a peak output. This method significantly
reduces emissions in the infrared. Since the filament never sustains continuous heating to 1,200
degrees (operating temp) it is much cooler and last longer than classic lights.
HARDWARE

GEN2 MINI
100 watt 32 lamp array
Environmental impact
In the interests of the environment, the use of this technology will reduce carbon emissions and
cost consumers less. The lamps are non toxic in construction and very low cost. This technology
reliably produces 158 lumens per watt at 5 watts or less. When all the benefits are considered, this
system is cost and performance competitive with fluorescent or led lamps.
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SOFTWARE
Instrumentation software collects and computes all the variables of the lamp under test. Light
output wave shape of emitters tested demonstrate unique profiles. System software is designed to
acquire all the necessary data for system operation. Differentiated integral functions provide mean
voltage and current for the purpose of computing true power, peak AC volts, CDA and other data
required to insure the system is operating properly. Watts per second is processed to provide KWH
measurement of the quarter cycle and to produce a credit when industry standard metering cannot
measure these variables or correctly compute kilowatt hours.
Software measurement of the energy used here is to produce the same accuracy expected of
standard Kilowatt hour meters, of which millions in use world wide. This patented method
measures the AC parameters and the DC parameters so a highly accurate kilowatt hour
measurement can be made. Further, the software computes any expected error level produced by
conventional instruments. Accurate measurement and correct billing information shall result in a
credit due to the user.
Net metering capable, software instrumentation allow the system to be viewed, operated,
diagnosed, read and operated over the internet.
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¼ cycle analyzer
Displays operating characteristics of Neolight

Combined operations
This panel combines AC line and 1/4 cycle line KWH
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COST BENEFIT ANALYZER

Electricity source
60 Hz AC power is processed to conduct a fraction of a half cycle. USS patents protect ¼ cycle
power as it is novel and unique process. The benefits of ¼ cycle power is the vastly reduced
operating voltage. This allows low resistance loads to be used improving efficiency and
performance.
Net metering software is a commercial ready package that allows operation by internet. National
Instruments is the supplier of software for virtual instruments. The hardware requires AD
converters a PC running windows and the system software. The equipment is styled to provide
maximum up time and continuous operations while resistant to hacking.
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NET Metering
System main panel

The main panel displays all the readouts relevant to billing and invoicing. AC line power, ¼ cycle
line power, Kilo watt hours and the negative credit to be applied to the client’s utility charges. This
charge represents the error that KWH meter chips make when measuring ¼ cycle power. Software
instrumentation has been invaluable in determining the basic operating parameters of this system.
Virtual instruments constructed for this purpose entirely exceed the capabilities of other forms of
measurement for aggressive tasks.
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NEOLIGHT SPECIFICATIONS

Neolight Electronic Power System
1. Electronic Power Source equivalent circuit is diode supplying half cycle power to

resistor. Half cycle conduction is controlled past 90deg. Patented quarter cycle power
method energizes NEOLIGHT. R-cycle emits light at 60 cycles per second.
2. NEOLIGHT 23 ohm resistance limits power requirements.
3. 50 AMP EPS energizes @ .35A, 100 Lamp line.
4. 670 Peak Instantaneous watts per microsecond, for a period of 2 microseconds
initiate Rosenberg cycle.
5. Electro dynamic cycle attenuates infrared intensity thus improves energy
efficiency.
6. EPS operations do not contribute to AC crest factor power quality. The lamps are a
resistance that does not produce damaging harmonic distortion in power lines.
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Electronic Power System NOMINAL RATINGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

INPUT VOLTAGE 120VAC 60HZ
EPS MAXIMUM ¼ CYCLE CURRENT RATING 18-50-100 AMPS DC
EPS ¼ CYCLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
8.5 TO 11.5
EPS ¼ CYCLE OUTPUT CURRENT
.35 TO .5
EPS ¼ CYCLE PEAK CURRENT
5.5
EPS ¼ CYCLE PEAK VOLTAGE
122
EPS PEAK CURENT DURATION
1-2 MS
EPS WATT P/MS
670
EPS CONDUCTION DELAY ANGLE
130 DEGREES
LUMENS
600
LUMENS PER WATT
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NEOLIGHT Watt Hour software
Specialized measurement instrumentation is required to quantize quarter cycle energy. Neolight
watt hour meter time base of 25KS/S meets current standard for utility power measurement.
Patented design acquires voltage and current data sets for digital processing. EPS channel Integral
watt/per second, WH, KWH, true RMS correction, CDA, and MS pulse duration.
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Neolight Tungsten lamp
Incandescent light intensity is a function of peak power applied to the filament. Gen2 is energized with low
voltage/high peak power. Reduction of filament resistance by 90% reduces lamp wattage. Light output is
equivalent to predecessor incandescent lamps, fluorescent and LED lamps. Neolight cycle sets new lumens
per watt standard.
Features
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infrared emissions are attenuated. Energy efficiency is improved.
Electronic power system outputs high peak voltage, high current inducing R-cycle.
Lower source voltage and load resistance absorb 95% less electrical power.
Gen2 brings uniformity to lighting needs.
Reliable, low cost design. Mercury free product.

Rosenberg cycle quantum theory
The period of EPS source and gen2 output emission are distinctly different. Although they both initiate at
the same time, the periods exhibit 1:8 ratio. R-Cycle quantum process extends light emission period. 60
frames per second of continuous light are produced as illustrated in Neolight analyzer.
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NEOLIGHT EPS POWER ANALYZER

Dual channel design independently measures AC and EPS line, computes line wattage, stores billing
registers in nonvolatile memory, and reloads billing resisters at boot up. When used with a RMS utility
meter, RMS error correcting routine displays watt hour credit.
Software additional features are; Pulse width MS. Conduction delay angle in degrees, log of acquired data
on all channel, power on clear, computation of EPS voltage based on pulse width, mean EPS voltages and
statistical peak. Gen2 Net Meter may be viewed or operated over internet.

Consumer benefits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reduces power to a negligible level better than competing products.
One Gen2 replaces 10w LED, 20w CFL, 25w, 30w, 50w, 60w, 75w, 100w incandescent.
Disposable light bulb meets EPA standards, nontoxic green product.
Output brightness can be adjusted from 2 watt soft light to 5 watt work area light.
Long life, Low cost bulb. Uniformity in replacement bulbs.
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